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Campus, District Safety a Concern for HU Students

W EDNESDAY

NOfEJOOK

BY CHARLENE DRAYTON
Contributing Writer

CAMPUS

FINDING FOOD
SO YOU~E HUNGRY
AND YOU DONT GET A
CHECK FOR TWO MORE
WEEKS. FIND OUT HOW
TO GET FOOD STAMPS.
PAGE2

NATION & WORLD

POVERTY
ON THE RISE
WITH HURRICANE KATRINA
DISPLACING
THOUSANDS, FIND OlJT
WHATTHE GOVERNMENT
IS DOING ABOIJT THE INCREASING POVERlY LEVELS.
PAGE4

Students are wondering
if Howard University's cainpus and the surrounding
area have become dangerous
ground with eight reported
car break-ins and several
injuries after confrontations
with local residents in recent
weeks.
While these incidents
remain an issue for many
students, some believe there
isn't enough security to prevent them.
"It's horrible to pay all
of this money to park your
car and there is no real security that prevents car breakins on campus," said Aubri
Dubose, a junior music business major and car owner. "I
don't understand where the
security or parking attendants are."
On the oilier hand, cainpus police feel that securing

the can1pus is a two-way flooded with severely injured
students.
street.
"I believe we generally
Some of these injuries
have a good se.curity pla.'1 included black eyes, bustfor Howard University co1n- ed lips, head injuries that
n1unity and properties; how- required stitching, swolever, there is always room len faces and nearly broken
for improvement," said bones.
Chief Lawrence Thomas of
"There was blood everythe campu., police force at where," said sophomore
Howard University. "One physical education major
way we strive to improve Rayneka Grant. "I could
"ecurity is by getting fue have sworn someone was
campus community to going to die that night. I
understand that security is saw towels soaked in blood,
not just the responsibility a few people laid out on the
of the Cainpus Police, but streets hurt. This is not why
everyone's."
my parents sent me to colManystudents also com- lege."
plain of the constant nlisBecause of this, many
what
treatment and harassment students wonder
that the students receive the underlying problem is
from mai1y D.C. residents.
between Howard students
On Friday night, sev- and D.C. residents.
"At this point, I don't
eral Howard students were
attacked after returning believe the confrontations
from a party on U Street by are directed toward any speD.C. residents. These ran- cific individuals or groups
dom attacks caused Howard nor are they committed by
University Hospital to be a specific group," Thomas

said. "There was one other
assault reported today that
occurred at a different house
party on the saine night
where the student sustained
minor abrasions."
Because some of the
attacks occurred in front of
Slowe Hall, 1nany students
wondered: "Where was the
security?"
"I saw the campus
police and D.C. police there
and they didn't even do anything," Grant said. "As far
as I know, no arrests were
made and no real action was
taken to stop these fights
and I doubt that any action
will take place to prevent
this from happening again."

"It has been our experience that when our students
attend community house
parties, there is almost
always confrontation and/
or fights," Chief Tho111as
said. "We discourage attending."
Students also question
the off-campus areas m
which Howard dorms like
Slowe Hall and Carver Hall
are located.
"I lived in Slowe last
semester," said Janelle
Dunbar, a junior TV production major. "The shuttles rarely came, and then
they stopped running after
a certain time." Many students also complain that the
campus police don't do their
Thomas believed that jobs as adequately as they
they arrived at the scene of should.
the incident as promptly as
"I once asked the campossible, but by that time the pus police if they could drop
fight had ended. He recom- me off at my dorm when the
mends that students avoid shuttle stopped running,"
attending house parties alto- Dunbar said. "I know the
gether.
escort service takes a long

tin1e, and I didn't want to
wait by myself. So when campus police drove by, I asked
them for a ride and they said
'no' and left me there. I don't
understand what I'm paying
them for."
Howard students seem
to have had enough. "I want
to take action. We need to
stand up against these problems and fight the university back," Feemster said.
"Howard students used
to do that back in the day.
Now we're just lazy and we
accept these unsafe conditions while our tuition is still
increasing."
Many also feel that if
action is not taken, these
types of situations are only
going to intensify. "Once
[the victims] find the dudes
who did this, there's going
to be some problems," said
junior audio production
major Rudy Hardie. "It's
only going to get worse from
here."

School of Communications Pageant
BY MORGAN MOORE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Themed "A Different
World: The Lost Episode, the
John H. Johnson School of
Comn1unications presents the
production of Mr. and Mrs.

LIFE & STYLE

soc.

MY SIX INCHES

"I feel that the media
affects all of our lives on a daily
basis whether, it is the news,
radio shows or com1nercial
programming," said b. Marcell
McClure junior telecommunications manage1nent major
and coordinator of the School
of Communications pageant.
"I believe that tl1e primary
image of "A Different World"
resembles the bulk of Howard
University students," McClure
said in regards to why she
chose the show as her theme.
David Lawrence Johnson,
junior filn1 n1ajor fro1n West
Bloomfield Michigan.
Shayna Yvonne Rudd,

FIND OlJT HOW HU
WOMEN
ARE
MAKING IT UP THE HILL IN
HEELS, AND WHETHER
THE DAMAGE THEY'RE
CAUSING IS WORTH THE
FASHION.
PAGE S

junior print journalism major
fom Philadelphia Pennsylvania
becaine the new Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Johnson School of
Co1nmunications 2005-2006.
Hosted by 2004-2005
Mr. and Mrs. Arts & Sciences,
Ashford Thomas and Crystal
Bailey. The pageant took the
theme of the late 198o's popular television sho\v and brought
the characters alive through
the contestants.
Johnson, former !\-fr.
Drew Hall and a member of
various other organizations on
can1pus, stood on the platforn1
of inspiration.
"My desire to develop my
entertainment company is
a challenge that I know will
help to shine a positive light on
Black Americans in Society,··
Johnson said.
Jabari Smith and Alicia
Williams were the ru1u1ers-up
for tlle pageant.

SPORTS

CONFERENCE PIAY
SEE HOW THE
WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL TEAM
FAIRED IN THEIR
CONFERENCE
OPENER.

The 2006 Mr. & Ms. School of Communications, David Johnson and Shayna Rudd.

Students Complain About C-Store Currency
BY NAKISHA JENKINS
Contributing Writer

HU CALENDAR
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Move over street vendors and CVS, the new
convenience store in the
Blackburn Student Center
is now open for business.
The new store, temporarily called the Howard
University C-Store, has
shelves stocked with essentials ranging fro1n personal hygiene products and
headache relief medication
to snacks and candy.
\ln)n <;HUnn1 • Stntor Photn Fditnr
The store has a steady
flow of customers since The new C-Store located In Blackburn currently
opening on Sept. 6, which accepts cash only and will soon take dining dollars.
.some attribute to its con- modate students, the CJunior political science
venient location in the Store staff welcomes rec- major Sheila Pierre remiBlackburn, directly across ommendations. "If you nisced about the items she
from the ATM machines.
want a certain snack, we'll purchases at her neigh"Blackburn
Center try to get it in the store borhood convenient store
is the hub to where more for you," said store cashier in Florida, while thinking
students are," said Dean and sophomore biology about a recommendation.
Tonya Guillory of Student n1ajor Amina Lawal. "Last
"Ooh, you need to have
Life and Activities. "We week, we had a request for so1ne pickled sausages,"
would encourage students bandages and Poptarts. Pierre said. She said 1nany
to visit the C-Store. It Now we have it," she said. students from tl1e South
doesn't require sh1dents Lawal said one shelf was would agree with her
to travel down Georgia con1pletely bare prior to request.
Avenue. It's convenient."
the student's recommenKofi Adease said he's
To also better accom- dations.
been to the store a few

times, but has never purchased anything. "They
have a whole lot of candy,
but very few drinks," the
junior philosophy major
said. "They can provide more of a variety in
drinks. All I see is water
and soda."
Other students agreed
with Adease and said they
desire a broader selection
options.
"1'1n curious to know
whose idea it was. I would
like to know who their target customers are," said
senior political science
major Lakia Gray. "Is it for
students that are hungry,
or commuting students,
because it seems like the
C stands for 'candy.' I feel
like the store is for middle
school students. We have
more needs then candy,
cookies and drinks."
Despite the concept of
convenience, the C-Store
currently only accepts
cash.
The current cash only
policy and inability to
exchange large bills has

left many students frustrated, forcing them to go
elsewhere.
"How convenient is
it when the firsl and last
tin1e I went in there they
didn't have change for a
twenty," said p1.1intjournalis1n major Esan Fullington.
Although Fullington's past
visits were uneventful, she
is willing to give the store
another try. "I would go
back. It's in a good location," she said. "It's inevitable that I'n1 going to
need so1nething throughout the day."
According to Guillory,
the store will be equipped
to accept dining dollars
soon and ATM cards may
be an option.
Students are also concerned about the limited
hours of business. The CStore hours of operation
are based on sales and
when it generates the 1nost
traffic, which is not early
morning or later in the
afternoon.
''Currently the C-Store
is working on the abbre-

viated hours of 11 a.m.-3
p.m., Monday through
Friday/' Guillory said. "We
are looking to see what
the peak hours are that
sh1dents can utilize the
store."
Junior Betru said he
would like to at least be
aware of the li1nited business hours, since the store
is not constantly publicized. "It's not well advertised because I haven't
been yet," said the political science major. "They
should have signs up if
they are really trying to
make s01ne money:'
The official na1ne for
the Howard University
C-Store is also still pei'iding. Students are encouraged to subn1it their store
name entries in a competition that is scheduled to
take place within the next
month.
"We are excited about
the store and the potential
it can bring," Guillory said,
"The students and staff are
very excited about it as
well."
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Food Stamps Available to Students

21, 2005

ONLY@

BY GIMARI LADD
Contributing Writer

The
Department
of
Agriculture's Food and Nutrition
Service (FNS) assists eligible
students in living healthy, hunger' free lives by acquiring food
strunps.
While some students are
financially secure or too proud,
others are taking full advantage
of the government assistance
available to eligible college students.
Both independent and dependent students alike can qualify for
food stainps. The general eligibility to receive food stamps is based
on income and other resources,
but the criteria and the process
for students are slightly different.
To qualify, students must live
off-campus, and should be able
to provide proof of residency.
Students who reside in the East
Towers are also eligible, being
that it is considered off campus
housing. Stude:.1ts must also be
employed and working at least 20
hours per week. Those tllat meet
these criteria are easily qualified.
Interested students must fill
out and submit a form requesting verification of financial aid
to the Financial Aid Office. After
an internal form is filled out by
a financial aid officer, who usually takes 5-7 business days, a
compilation of the students current financial aid status is provided to the student to be taken to
the DC Public Assistance Office.
Howard University personnel do
not determine eligibility.

•

HOWARD •••

" ... do you spend all semester in the A-building instead of going to
classes."
- LaMar Johnson, junior mechanical engineering major
" ... do they guarantee you housing, and you never get it."
- Stasia Barrett.junior communications science disorders major
" ... do you have teachers cancel class so students can go buy
their Homecoming tickets."
- Lacrecia Reives, sophom:>r~ biology major
" ... can you get rice with every meal at the cafe."
- Quinton Reed, sophomore film productions major
" ... do you find [female] faculty hitting on the football players."
- James Garris, sophomore public relations major
" ... do Campus Pals run every organization on campus."
- Jessika Bonner, sophomore economics major
" ... do they randomly shut off the water so you can't take showers
in the middle of the day."
- Rosa Combs, junior legal communications major

Filt Phc>LO

Not all students are aware they are eligible for food stamps, through the Department of Agriculture's
Food and Nutrition Service. Some are shy about the offering while others welcome the help.

Students should take all relevant materials, such as financial
aid verification, proof of residency, and pay stubs to the DC Public
Assistance Office. A caseworker is
then assigned, and the student is
evaluated.
Marcus Decosta, Associate
Director of Financial Aid,
received food stamps during his
college years at Morgan State. He
believes the Food Stamp program
is helpful to students.
"Utilize all your possible

resources", he said.
He also suggests for students to contact the DC Public
Assistance office directly for personal inquiries.
Kaleah Merriweather, junior
speecll communication major,
like other students thinks there
is a stigma behind food stamps
and other government assistance
prograins, and therefore never
pursues them.
"Before I had a stigrnatism,
but, in college, free food is free

food", she said.
Junior advertising major
Keahti Ingram plans to apply for
food stan1ps in the near future.
"I feel like it's the same as
financial aid," she said. "It's just
intended for food. I'm getting it
to help through school. "
While some people find the
program very beneficial in their
academic pursuits, others may
not. Nonetheless, Food Stamps
are available for students to meet
their needs.

I.

" ... does it take years to get your grade changed."
-Tenesia Lindsey.junior health management/nursing major
" ... do you have to wait for hours at the hospital to be seen."
- John Kennedy, junior print journalism major
" ... are the rats as big as roaches."
-Alexandria Carpenter, junior psychology major
" ... are you validated one day, and not the next."
- Catherine McPhaul, sophomore business administration major

Compiled By Shanae Harris
Asst. Campus Editor

Gay Book a First at Howard Bookstore
and pictures like "The Gift,"
Contributing Writer
which highlights "the raw lust
of Belasco's graphic portrayals
of man-on-man sex" to "One for
"Best Black Gay Erotica," the Road," which "recalls the
edited by Darieck Scott, is particular skill that made his
among the leisure reading pro- finest lover."
Durell Hairston, vice presivided in the Howard University
Bookstore (HUB), which also dent of Bisexual, Lesbian and
includes books by W.E.B DuBois Gay Organization of Students at
Howard (BLAGOSAH), said he
to Zane.
The selection process of was unaware of the book in the
the books is very simple, said HUB.
"I am most surprised that
Ramunda Young, a buyer for the
bookstore. "We strive to fulfill black gay erotica would be in
the niche and serve our com- the bookstore, especially with
Howard being a semi-homomunity.".
Scott describes the book as phobic environment," Hairston
"celebrating the heat and power said.
Hairston considers the availof sex between black men: the
ardent B-boys and the gor- ability of the book a step in the
geous thugs, the worshippers of right direction for the Howard
heavenly ass and cock, and the com111unity.
"Whose ever idea it was, I
devoutly religious in tlleir forays
through tlle subterranean grot- consider it a nice gesture," he
said. "Ifs a step towards a more
toes of the down-low world."
Scott, an assistant professor non-homophobic environment."
So1ne students said the book
of English at the University of
California at Santa Barbara, said did not faze the1n.
"I'm somewhat used to it,"
he presents so1ne of the hottest
and best-written erotica in print said Briana Henderson, junior
psychology 1najor. "Nowadays
today.
His book includes stories people are gay and don't have a
BY JOYCE BOWIER

BY MORGAN NEVILLES-MOORE
Staff Writer

The Howard University student in
the third row, second seat of Professor
Ivor Livingston's Intro to Sociology
class appears to be no different than
any other student around her; decked
out in a Bob Marley tee-shirt she made
herself, she secretly listens to her Apple
iPod while taking notes.
However, she is different. She is a
collegiate mother.
While attending Audubon High
School in New Jersey Armani Knowles
decided to keep her grade point average
high, and earned a i350 on her SAT's in
prepa1tion for Howard.
" I was so proud of her, she was so
smart and so detennined; whatever she
set out to do, she did it,'" s:-iid Annani's
mother Ruby Know'les.
Knowles didn't know that just two
days before Knowles was scheduled to

problem saying their gay."
Whether it is considered
provocatively vulgar or absolutely appealing, the eye-catching book cover features the back
of a tall, muscular and naked
black man. The cover, which can
be seen in the aisles to the left
of the bookstore's bag -checkin and check-out desk, reveals
more for some students than the
inside of the book.
"You can read what you want
to read," said Chibuzor Nworgu,
sophomore economics major.
"But seeing as how the
whole topic is controversial, the
book cover should not be so blatant."
"Best Black Gay Erotica" is
not just about man-on-man sex;
it also confronts issues within
the black community, such as
the "down-low'' community, the
struggle of black gay 1nen to be
accepted by the black society,
as well as the pure enjoyment of
being who they are.
"The history of the different ways black representations
of black sexuality have been
deployed," Scott writes in the
book's introduction.

graduate she was given news that she
was seventeen and three months pregnant.
"I was in a state of total shock, my
body went numb," Knowles said.
Never did she imagine being a
mother before she was legally considered an adult.
"All I could think about was how
disappointed my mother would be and
that hurt more than anythilig, my mom
was not only my care giver but my best
friend," Knowles said.
She explained how she nlade the
nine months without family knowing.
Knowles worked two jobs during
the summer after her senior year, trying to save enough nloney to rent an
apartment because she knew that dorm
life would not be an option for her and
her haby.
"Of course I was beginning to grow,
I played that off by blaming it on the
fact that I was working so much."

"Black Gay Pornotopias or
When We Were Sluts, does ...
impart to collections such as
these frisson of the political,
however modestly conceived
with the goals of making money
and making readers jack off they
may be. It seems useful to briefly resurrect .. . the assertion of
our late fathers/brothers Essex
Hemphill, Marlon Riggs and
Joseph Beam that 'black men
loving men' is a revolutionary
act."
Scott describes his stories
as being "sexy, often funny,
and they're occasionally healing ... not unlike the euphoric
disorientation of the orgasmic
moment."
Scott, who teaches African
Alnerican literature and creative
\\.'l'iting, is also tlle author of the
novel Traitor to the Race.
His fiction has been featured
in the anthologies "Black Like
Us," "Shade," "Giant Steps,"
"Flesh and the Word 4" and
"Ancestral House." Scott has
also published nonfiction essays
in Callaloo, GLQ, The Americas
Review and Gay Travels.

Hiding the pregnancy was not hard,
since Knowles only gained 30 pounts.
Knowles went through nine months
of hiding her secret and the day she
went into labor she had a friend call
home to tell her mother the news. A
healthy 7lbs. Taela Marie was born
on December 21, 2004 at Children's
Hospital.
For a baby that no one even knew
was coming, her delivery room was
filled to capacity with gifts.
"I had never seen such a beautiful
baby, even after all "Mani" had done I
couldn't be upset," said Annani's godmother Desiree Vasquez.
The closeness Knowles and her
mother once shared is no longer the
same. They are still bonded as mother
and daughter but the friendship they
had has been taken away by her nine
inonth secret.
"If I could do it all over again I
would have definitely told n1y mother

'.\knlr Rt't'(I • Staff Pho loi;:::raph"r

Best Black Gay Erotica is stirring up controversy among students.

from the start, things would have been ever," Knowles said.
so much easier for me and I would still
Attending classes from 8:ooa.m. to
have my best friend," Knowles says as 3:oop.m. every Monday, Wednesday
the tears that were welling up in her and Friday, then going to her full-time
eyes begin to fall.
job as a waitress fron1 3:30 to 11:30 so
It's 6:00 a .m. Monday morning she can earn enough nloney to buy all
and Knowles is already out the door, ofTaela's needs is her 111ain priority.
she has to get Taela to daycare at a
··Taela is a blessing, she has brought
decent time so tl1at she's not caught in out the best in niy daughter. "Mani
the morning traffic on her way to cam- has never been more responsible than
pus. Loading u p her 99' Honda Civic she is now and I admire her for her
or her "morning workout" as she calls strength," said Ruby Kno'l-vles.
it takes about 30 minutes by itself. She
Knowles also works the rest of
lugs around a car seat, oversized diaper the week but has no other classes so
bag, and her O\\Tll book bag. Everyone's that she can have some quality time to
loaded and they're off to Kiddie Land spend with her baby.
daycare. Knowles seldom arrives to
"It's hectic but I have to do it, I
class on time and this 1norning is no would love to be hanging out on the
different, not because she doesn't get Yard after class but my baby means
an early enough start but because she everything to me. 'l11ere is no tin1e for
hates to leave Tacla.
play in my life unless I'm playing patty
"Carrying her was the easy part, cake with "tiny''," Knowles says as she
getting her ready and then having to finally breaks a smile for the first time
leave her all day is the worst feeling today.
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UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS
SCHOOL OF

DECEMBER 31, 2005

Workshop

5c. Thomas prepares profe!lsion;tls with pr.1ccic.1l skills .incl .1
th1:orl'tilal leg.11 eJuc.:arion b.1 cd on 1ntt•J.;ratin,; pc~onal \'alues
wich rhc: dc:epcsc
c.:ch1cal princ1plcs.

or

\Xfich our nationally recognized n1encor i:xcernship pro~ra1n,
highl} rankcJ legal writing progr.1111, 1.01n111ic111c..•11£ co ton1111un1cy
service, and our Jiscingu1shcd faculty, isn't it rirnt to consid<:r
the University of Sc. Tho1nas for your l.Lw dcgr<:c.::'
c;::,.

~;

UN l VE.RS I I Y of S I T II 0

M AS

School of La\\
~1SL I 21. l 000 LaSalle A' e., ~linncapolis, ~l N 5 5•103
Phone: (651) 962-4895; (800) .128-6819, Ext. :2-'1895
la"·school@stthomas.edu
"'''''v.s cchomas.cdu/la\\'

Wednesday@ 6:00
The Hilltop Office,
P-Level, West Tower
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DO YOU BELIEVE THAT ALL

CHILDREN CAN EXCEL?
BELL (Building Educated Leaders for Life) is a
nonprofit organization designed to increase the
educational
opportunities
and
life
achievements of urban children. We provide
academic after-school tutoring to hundreds of
elementary school children in Washington , DC.

ZI/ CrJ111 e .?
J

If you want to be a better writer, for The Hilltop or anyone else.
If you're interested in becoming a staff \Vriter, you must attend.

We are currently hiring exceptional college students and community
members to work with our scholars. Tutors work in the afternoons,
between 6 and 12 hours per week. Rates range from $1O to $15 an
hour, depending on experience, and BELL provides training to all
program staff.
For more info or to apply, visit us at

www.belldc.org
THE HILLTOP
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National Poverty Rate
Increases Again

Rich Getting Richer and Poor
Getting Poorer
BY NAOMI BRILEY
Contributmg Writer

Today the United States is
becoming a place where a small
percentage of the population
holds most of the wealth and
the rest of the people are left
behind, losing their place in the
American middle class.
Recent studies show that
today the gap between the rich
and the poor is greater than
any other time in American
history. A:s a result, the middle class is shrinking, pushing
many Americans into the lowerincome group. The "American
Dream" is beco1ning more and
more difficult to attain.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, nearly 11 million working Americans earn minimum
wage, making less than $10,000
a year. In 2000, the richest one
percent of Americans had more
money to spend after truces than
the total income of the poorest
40 percent.
As the cost of homes, health
care and education increase,
many disadvantaged Americans
cannot keep up.
"The cost of living has
increased tremendously in the
past few years," said Ali Diallo,
a Howard University economics professor. "This situation is
weakening the already difficult
situation for poor people.
"The wealthiest people are
able to take advantage of the
last investment possibilities,
primarily in high-tech, healthcare and real estate industries.
The poor are already in vulnerable positions and cannot draw
from savings or get a hold of any
property they could sell and get
some resources from."
Causes of this uneven wealth
distribution can also be attributed to outsourcing and opportunities overseas.
"Rich people can easily take
advantage of what is happening
overseas, while poor people may
not even have knowledge of such
possibilities," said Diallo.
"Outsourcing is a problem,"
said Dr. Gaminie Meepagala,
professor of economics. "Many
manufacturing jobs go to places
like China. We also use India as
a source of technological production."

Many co1npanies are hiring
people overseas to do jobs in
factories that were previously a
major source of income for people living in urban settings.
In 2003, the Department
of Health and Human Services
classified the poverty threshold
for a family of four as making
less than $18,400 a year.
In 2001, 22.7 percent of
African-Americans were classified as poor, compared to the
national average of 11. 7 percent.
"Although more blacks are
going to college than ever before,
black people as a whole are getting poorer," Meepagala said.
"The
African-American
community must be aware of
what is going on and take necessary steps to protect their fragile situation," Diallo said. "The
key ingredients are education
and information. The empowerment of this community must be
based on self-reliance and economic self-sufficiency."
As graduation day approaches, Howard seniors recognize
that entering the workforce
could be a challenge.
"It's going to be harder to get
jobs, harder to get loans, harder to get a house," said Tarin
Tinson, senior legal communications major. "That just means
I have to try twice as hard."
Tinson also believes that in
order to confront the battle of
poverty in the black community,
the financial focus should shift
toward investing.
"Our generation might
have a misconception of what
the American dream is," Tinson
said. "Having fancy cars and
jewelry isn't always it. We need
to realize that all of that can
be taken away. We should put
a downpayinent on a house or
invest in education before buying a $20,000 necklace. Hon1e
ownership is important."
Wunika Mukah, a senior
telecommunications major and
economics minor, discussed the
importance of being knowledgeable about wealth.
"A lot of people aren't educated about saving," Mukah
said. "No one is teaching us how
to use our money. It's definitely going to affect us, but we're
going to learn."
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BY ERINNA MCKISSICK
Contributing Writer
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Economic analysts say that one factor in the rise in poverty and
the shrinking middle class in the U.S. is the advent of outsourcing.

No Child Left Behind:
Innovative Solution or Good Intentions Gone Awry?

The 12. 7 percent national
poverty rate for 2004 released
two weeks ago bythe U.S. Census
Bureau remains an earnest concern for many Americans.
According to the Bureau,
poverty occurs when the total
income of the householder's
fam ily in the last 12 months is
below the appropriate poverty
threshold.
In 2 0 04, 37 million
Americans
were
officially
reported "in poverty." This was
1.1 million more than in 2003.
Also, the number of families in
poverty increased to 7.9 million
in 2004, up from the 7.6 million
in 2003, while the poverty rate
remained unchanged at 10.2
percent in 2004.
The Bureau also stated
that poverty rates remained
unchanged
for
AfricanAmericans (24.7 percent) and
Hispanics (21.9 percent), rose
for non-Hispanic whites (8.6
percent in 2004, up from 8.2
percent in 2003) and decreased
for Asians (9.8 percent in 2004,
down from 11.8 percent in
2003).

Reasons given by Americans
in response to the increased
poverty rate vary from high
unemployment rates, to unequal
economic opportunity, to inadequate education.
Meanwhile, several national anti-poverty campaigns have
already initiated their commission and are gaining speed.
Cyril Hunte, assistant professor of economics at Howard,
said that limited access to jobs
and insufficient
education
are major components in the
nation's rising poverty rate.
"There are several elements
that contribute to the problem,"
Hunte said. "Income is a key
source of dealing with poverty.
Most young, black nlales are not
in the job market.
"A lot needs to be done in
African-American communities
to fix this," said Hunte.
Hunte also said that he
believes that some long-term
goals must be adopted by the
African-American co1nmunity if

the problem is to be corrected
including gaining access to b etter education, becoming skilled
workers and properly preparing
for the labor force.
Ultimately Hunte says that
the goal of African Americans
1nust be to get involved in the
legislation process.
"In tern1s of short-term
goals, at the polillcal level, we
have to work out how to get to
the table where decisions are
made so that we can look after
our own interests," said Hunte.
Mike Stewart J r., both
a Howard graduate student
and the former president of
the Abram Harris Economics
S0ciety, attributes the increased
poverty rate to certain economic and political policies implemented by the current federal
administration including the
monetary policy that provides
for increased interest rates.
"Poverty is a mentality,"
said Stewart. "We live in a materialistic society and most individuals operate on credit. When
interest rates increa~e, people
tend not to pay their bills," said
Stewart.
Stewart also says that popculture doesn't educate people
on proper, fiscal management.
"The purpose of the Abram
Harris Economics Society is to
educate individuals on all manners of economics including
investing and money management,., said Stewart.
Currently, both national and
international anti-poverty campaigns are adamantly canvassing for new and loyal recruits
to help further their missions
against the rising poverty rate.
Among the major anti-poverty movements are One: The
Campaign to Make Poverty
History, founded in April to
help Americans become more
vocal against the emergency of
AIDS and extreme poverty so
that decision-makers would do
more to help save lives in poor
countries.
The Millennium Campaign
launched in October 2002 to
inspire a global movement to
eradicate extreme poverty by

A Spotlight on Haiti
BY RUSHONDRA JAMES
Asst. Nation & World Editor

BY VICTORIA KIRBY
Contributing Writer

The "No Child Left Behind
Act" (NCLB) has been surrounded by controversy and confusion
since it was first introduced in
2001. Parents, teachers and students are mobilizing to revolt,
including Daria Plwnmer, a
schoolteacher and leading activist in Connecticut, the first state
to confront Bush's No Child Left
Behind act in court, according to
Reuters.
"More and more we are living
in fear ofthe tests," said Plwnmer,
62, who teaches in a Connecticut
suburb. "We are taking the child
out of the equation."
Some schoolteachers complained that the No Child Left Behind Act has inadequate funding.
According to a recent report
ematics teacher at Benja1nin he doesn't do anything to ensure ity subgroups."
by NCLBGrassroots.org, a proj- Banneker Academic High School it," she said.
The Department of Education
ect of the Civil Society Institute, in Washington, agrees. "In the
An1id the whirlwind of view- states that Bush's fiscal year 2006
a nonpartisan advocacy group,
spirit of implementing educa- points concerning one of Bush's budget will increase Title I fund"47 states are questioning or chaltion, it was an attempt," Hannum signature domestic policies, are ing for low-income students to
lenging in one or more ways the said. "But in the details of some of the whispers of the growing edu$13.3 billion, an increase of $4.6
educational and fiscal impact of the mandates, it is creating more cational gap between Caucasian
billion, or 52 percent since the law
No Child Left Behind."
problems than it is fixing."
American students and their was enacted.
Many teachers associaAnother criticism of the pol- African American counterparts.
The U.S. Department of
tions and unions, including the icy is that it does not recognize
According to a new report by Education reports that only 32
National Education Association the strides of schools that raise two nonpartisan groups, the Civil
percent of fourth graders can read
(NEA), believe that the No Child
the bar for students performing Rights Project at Harvard and at grade level, 18 percent of 12th
Left Behind Act enforces punishbelow basic to basic.
Urban Institute, only 50 percent graders are proficient in science,
n1ents rather than assistance.
Monica Howell, a fresh- ofAfrican-American and Hispanic and a mere 17 percent are profi"It is a dis1nalfailure," said Dr. man human development major,
students are graduating.
cient in mathematics. Thus, the
Jeron1e Jones, a clinical professor
believes that President Bush preThe report states that the reg- No Child Left Behind Act manin the department of Educational
maturely enacted the act.
ulations issued under the NCLB dates that all schools will raise
Administration and Policy. "The
"It's important, but it's not act "allows schools, districts and all students to a proficient level
idea is not a bad idea, it is just
really happening. Bush talks about states to all but eliminate gradua- in reading, math and science by
poorly implemented."
children not being left behind, but tion rate accountability for minor- 2014.
Mark S. Hannum, a math-

2015.

A former French colony,
the Republic of Haiti is located
on the island of Hispaniola.
Its total area of land is 10,714
square miles. The capital is
Port-au-Prince.
Haiti was
the first country after the
United States
to
declare
its independence in the
Americas. One
of the poorest
countries in
the Western
Hen1isphere,
Haiti is currently in a
state of anarchy. Francois
Duvalier,
a
black physician was Haiti's leader from
1957 through 1971.
He
became interested in politics
after he was unable to establish his own medical practice.
Duvalier started working for
an American medical project
that dealt with tuberculosis.
During his work with the project, he was able to witness the
extreme poverty that existed
in the countryside of Haiti.
Duvalier gained several supporters and joined together
with Daniel Fignole, a powerful
union leader. The two began
the Mouvement Ouvriers
Paysans Party. According to

I

online encyclopedia Wikipedia.
org, both men wanted to be
president, so the party split in
1957. Fignole won the presidency, but Duvalier overthrew
him 18 days later and beca1ne
Haiti's next president. After
Duvalier died in 1971, his son
Jean-Claude Duvalier took
over the office.
Duvalier's son
and his advisors thought
the
country
needed
economic aid, so
in i974, they
entered
an
agree m ent
with Gulf Oil
Co rporation .
In 1986, J eanClaude
and
his wife fled
".,.__,....,.n.ll'""m the
country
leaving many
citizens in poverty and leaving
the country lacking any commercial development. On Feb.
7, 2001, Aristide took office.
In 2003, the country was split
between those who were for
and against Aristide. This led
to a battle in 2004.
As a
result, Aristide was forced to
go into exile. Today, Haiti is
currently preparing for elections to be held in November
and December of this year with
help from the United Nations.
About 95 percent of Haitians
are of African descent. About
80 percent of the population
lives in poverty.
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More Leading Airline Carriers File for

~ankruptcy
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Delta Airlines and Northwest Airlines have both filed for Chapter 11 protection In hopes of Improving business. Measures such as reducing meals and cutting fllghts have also been taken.

file bankruptcy by their crediHilltop Staff Writer
tors and other times they choose
to file voluntarily. In the case of
Two of the nation's larg- Delta and Northwest, both volest airline carriers, Delta and untarily entered bankruptcy.
Northwest, have recently found
"The airlines are doing
financial protection under their very best to cut costs as
Chapter 11 bankruptcy after much as they can but they have
many failed attempts to restruc- not done it sufficiently to avoid
ture both companies.
bankruptcy," Palmer said. "The
Chapter 11 under the U.S. two big problen1s right now are
bankruptcy code is used by rising fuel costs, and large pentroubled businesses. According sion liability."
to Ransford W. Pahner, profesDelta Airlines officials said
sor of economics at Howard, they viewed bankruptcy not as
"[Chapter 11) gives then1 a a means to an end, but rather a
breather so that businesses means to conserve the company
don't have to meet commit- and its future endeavors.
ments with creditors," Palmer
"The action we have taken
said. "[Businesses undergo a is a necessary and responsible
process of] restructuring their step to preserve Delta's value
debt so that by the time they for our creditors, customers,
come out of bankruptcy they employees, business partners
are at a better position to meet and other stakeholders as we
obligations."
address our financial chalPalmer said that although lenges and work to secure our
businesses undergoing bank- future, " said Delta CEO Gerald
ruptcy are not resolved fron1 Grinstein, in a press release.
their obligations, they usually
Similarly,
Northwest
work in conjunction with credi- Airlines said they used banktors to restructure debt so that ruptcy as a means to cope with
it is more n1anageable. "This the permanent changes that
process usually lasts one to two have affected the airline indusyears," Palmer said.
try.
Sometimes businesses in
"The Chapter 11 process will
financial trouble are forced to allow us to realize three major
BY KENDRA TURNER

goals essential to the transformation of Northwest Airlines:
first, a competitive cost structure including both labor and
non-labor costs; second, a more
efficient business model which
will allow us to continue to
deliver superior choice and
service to our customers;
and third, a strengthened
balance sheet with debt
and equity levels
consistent with
l ong-term
profitability,"
said
Northwest
CEO Doug
Steenland
tory, according to bankterin a press
ruptcy tracker New Generation
rorist
release.
Research Inc. Northwest listed
attacks, joining
In
an
the parent companies of United assets of $14.35 billion and
attempt to avoid the
debts of $17.92 billion," the
inevitable and as a means of cut- Airlines and US Airways.
According
to
the Post further reported.
ting costs, Delta stopped providBoth airline carriers maning its customers with pillows. Washington Post, the nation's aged to file for bankruptcy
Northwest ceased complimen- biggest airlines have lost more before the Oct. 17 change in
tary pretzels, cut jobs, persuad- than $30 billion in the four bankruptcy laws that will make
ed remaining workers to take years since 9/11 and Hurricane it very difficult for companies to
pay cuts, renegotiated debts, Katrina only further exacerbat- cancel debts.
and cut 1noney-losing flights. ed airline industry problems.
CEOs for both companies
"Delta listed its total debt
However, none of these tactics
assure the public that changes
were successful and Delta and at $28.3 billion and assets at from the bankruptcy will not
Northwest became the third and $21.6 billion. The asset fig- negatively impact customer serfourth carriers, respectively, to ure makes Delta's bankruptcy vice. Delta said that it continue
file for Chapter 11 since the 9/11 the ninth-largest in U.S. his- to operate its full schedule of

worldwide flights; honor tickets and reservations;
provide refunds and
exchanges;
maintain the SkyMiles
program;
provide
employees with the
same coverage and general benefits; and pay suppliers for goods and services.
Northwest said that
it will continue its
WorldPerks program
and other customer
service
programs
will remain intact.
"Customers can continue to book travel on
Northwest ·with confidence,"
Steenland said.
Sophomore psychology and
anthropology major Jemeka
Brown has noticed many of the
cutbacks that Delta Airlines has
taken. "Usually they give out
lunch and they don't anymore.
They just give pretzels and they
usually give you the whole can
of soda and now they only pour
it in a cup."
Even though ,Brown -;aid
she will continu • to use Delta
because they offer cheap flights,
she said cutbacks such as these
will turn away customers who
are used to flying in luxury.

How I'm Living: Kristen 'K.Erin' Forest's Room
BY TASHIRA WALKER
Contributing Writer

The phrase "home sweet home"
is often used by those returning
from a long day of work or school.
For junior radio-TV-fihn major
Kristen Forest, those words are
used in reference to her dorm room
in Lucy Diggs Slowe Hall. Upon
entering, a visitor will be greeted
with sounds of neo-soul music that
is always playing, the fresh scent
of Febreeze and a decor that would
make anyone s1nile.
Like most students, Forest has
bedazzled her space with the help
of Target. "Target has a lot of cool
things that match my personality," said Forest. Spending a total
amount of $100, Forest was able
to decorate her room with rugs, Eye-catching patterns and whlmlscal stuffed animals welcome guests to
decorative lighting, a small cano- cy and so I chose these colors Archonettes.
py over her bed, novelty lamps, a because they are bright, bold and
Fortunate enough to receive the
clock, storage bins, a wastebasket, vibrant, very much like me." Forest coveted "big room" in Slowe, Forest
a hamper, pillows and a complete described herself to be an eclectic, appreciates the space because it
bed set.
fun type of girl and that's what she allows her friends to visit in com"I didn't find the items to be tried to convey in her room.
fort. "My friends are always in
expensive. I bought 1ny floor la1np
To add personality, there are here, chilling, playing cards, playfor $15, my clock was $5 and every- posters of 1nusic celebrities such as ing video games and eating," said
thing else just varies," said Forest. Jill Scott and Lyfe, various pictures Forest.
Inside a room with an array of family and friends and presentaJason Jeffrey said Forest has
of colors including orange, purple, tions of important achievements in definitely taken advantage of the
green and pink, Forest's explained her life, such as her debut, a trip to big room. "Since Kristen got the big
the atmosphere.
Gh ana, and her involvement in the room this year, she went all out to
"My theme this year is vibran-

[mmanut'l
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Forest's Slowe Hall room.

decorate it and it looks nice," said
Jeffrey, a junior clinical laboratory
science/pre-med major.
Junior radio-TV-film major
Jephree White said she visits
Forest's room often because it "is
welco1ning, and has a warm feeling. If I'm not in my room I am in
her room ."
Friends of Forest are also prepared to see "Fizzy" when they
enter her room.
"Fizzy is my fan. I like to be

cold, so I will have 1ny air condition
full force and Fizzy will be on as
well," said Forest. "My friends, they
complain, but this is my roo1n, n she
said.
While living in dormitories,
most students get out of it what
they put into it. Forest, who is a
native of New Orleans, now views
her room as her only home.
"I feel that this is now my
home, after losing everything back
in New Orleans like so many others, I realize that this is all that I
have. The opening and closing of
2-156 is New Orleans for me and I
have to make the best of it."
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Saturday October 1, 2005
2:00p.m.
Emory United Methodist Church
6100 Georgia Avenue
Washington, DC 20011
Admission: Free
Featuring

The Howard University
Community Choir

Michael Nicholas
Emory Ensemble

&mory Voice of Faith
The Acts II Band
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Across
J Makes a mistake
5 Dominican Republic
neighbor
I0 Bti<lc's dress
14 Airplane s tunt
15 Zeal
16 A Great Lake
17 Much-welcomed words
20 Shonhand pro
21 Cunning
22 South Paci fie spots
23 Slangy refusal
25 \Vide shoe width
26 Elate
29 Ewes' mates
31 Denver clock setung:
Abbr.
34 Ore deposit
35 i\1agic chann
37 Doctors' org.
38 Compliment a person
41 MagaLine execs.
42 Except if
43 Young horse
44 Father's Day gift
45 Danson and Turner
46 Not in secret
48 Kept out of sight
49 Be confident about
50 Brother of Moses
53 Questionnaire info
55 Piece of stationery
:>9 Allers an opinion
62 Patronize a pawnshop
63 Doesn't go
64 ~ickname for Ireland
65 Looks at
66 Carbonated dnnks
67 Start over with

Knock Knock
Bush....... .

Comic Relief or Insensitivity?
Late night comedians have
Last year after the hurting comic relief is imporbeen poking fun at the slow tsunami hit, Hot 97's play of tant. Making fun of something
response to Hurricane Katrina a song making mean-spirited the masses disliked can bring
with President Bush being the jokes about the victims was an a sn1ile Lo someone's face or at
butt of many of the jokes. They example of insensitivity. They least let the111 know they are not
have been talking about who is deserved the punishment and alone in their beliefs.
"looting" versus "stealing'' and consequences that followed
The good thing about
making comments about the because they showed no care the post-Katrina commentary
political
correctis that it puts presness of the term
sure on the President
"refugee" which has
and the government
stirred up a lot of
to prove the critics
Most
jokes
after
tragedies
like
controversy.
wrong.
People like
Most of us
Katrina are more ai1ned at Buslz John Stewart and
were not surprised
Conan 0-Brien are
than
the
victi111s.
becau,;e
during
very careful with their
times of war and
iokes because they
other rough ti1nes
know they have a large
people needed to
audience. If you really
take their stance on what is or concern for anyone who listen to a lot of their jokes they
happening. Most of us were was affected. However, light- are carefully worded but they
not offended because we didn't hearted jokes about George gel the point across. VVe are
think anyone was c01ning from Bush and the government don't glad that people have spoken
a nlalicious place in terms of the upset us at the Hilltop because out against the shortcomings on
victin1s. If people were laugh- we agree with the elements the President's behalf because
ing at the actual tragedy, then it of truth behind their words. he has no choice but to acknowlwould be highly offensive.
Sometimes when the nation is edge their words.

Down
I Shade trees
2 Defeat soundly
3 Red flower
4 Twirling around
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8

10

0

15

14

12

13

18

18

17

II

1

20
24
26

27

28

34"
38

40

69

65

7

Puzzle (C) Stanley~. dl$b1buled by

5 Derby, e.g.
6 Got up
7 Revered figure
8 Broadway award
9 Anger
I0 Swans' relatives
11 Spoken
12 Send a telegram to
13 Loch _ monster
18 Great, to teens
19 Snoo1e, in Mexico
24 Made preparations
25 \\'nter Ralph \Valdo_
26 Den appliance
27 S"'ts~ miss of fiction
28 \Vashing-machtne step
29 Ploys
30 Swiss mountains
31 Brick worker
32 One of the senses
33 Delicious
36 Pl:1ying-card combo

Cr••- Syndleate, Inc

Ho:;ung & Soltwate (C) PZZLcom

39 Day trip
40 Freebie restaurant cir nk
47 Balloon-bursting sounds
48 Sounds from 10 Down
49 Nairobi's nation
50 Muscle soreness
51 Sailor's greeting
52 Speed contest
53 Concerning
54 Ultimate objecti\'e
56 ~ot diluted
57 City in Oklahoma
58 City in Kevada
60 Upper-left keyboard ke)
61 Letter after ar
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who attended.
It's nice to see where and
what our Howard family is doing,
and to let current students know
who our aluntni are and what
they're doing which can serve as
'
a motivator and inspiration.

Hilltop wants to read what
~u have to say. Submit a
500 word perspective to
~~·~~ _
www.tliehillto pe nl:ine.com.
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The Nation's Only Black Daily Collegiate Newspaper

Show Me Howard-Ha01pton Love
Communications.
The other two founders,
First of all, thank you Nicole Hagan and Sabrina Jones
so much tor the mention of are Hampton University graduHueLove in your article about ates. VVe are the poster women
the Black L.U.V. Festival. It for the two HU's getting along,
would have been nice to men- doing business together and puttion that i of the 3 founders, ting aside the HU-HU battle.
Cheriss May, is a Howard grad
It would have also been nice
(School of C, Class of '94), and to mention that Alniri Baraka
also an adjunct Professor at has ties to Howard University,
Howard University's School of I know of at least 3 of his sons
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Heels on the Hills: Howard Women Wear Heels Despite Health Concerns
shooting pain into the toes;
ingrown toenails; and even stress
fractures, after wearing heels for
an extended period of time.
"It's not a nom1al anatomical
position," said podiatrist Teisha
Chiarelli, in an interview with
Health A to Z in June. Chiarelli
said that after years and years of
constantly wearing heels, most
women will acquire the "pump
bump."
"It's a big old bump on the
back of your heel," Chiarelli says.
"It's like a callus of bone on the
back of the heel from the shoe
rubbing the bone."
Heel wearers should be
warned that the shoes may be cute
now, but the feet suffering in them
may not be
later.

"I like girls in tennis shoes."
- Christian Murphy, '08

Pho10 By Johnnie Iles>. Spe<i•l 10 The Hilllop

Choosing cuteness over comfort may harm a heel-wearer's feet over time.
BY YASMINE PARRISH
Hilltop Staff Writer

ey can be spotted striding all over Howard's
campus, some looking
as if they're walking on
clouds and others looking as if
they can't wait to sit down. These
are women at Howard wearing
stiletto heels. From the summer
stm to the winter snow, these girls
don't let up and even though current trends are very casual there
are still those who are "rockin'

stilettos."
While this habit may be
prevalent on Howard's campus,
it does have some health effects
and on the most simplistic level,
may leave lots of feet looking very
unattractive.
"Well, rm definitely a heelwearer," said sophomore broadcast journalism major Charde
Miles, who can be seen in shaes
with three-inch heels just about
everyday. "I don't feel overdressed
because this is me, I wear heels
because it accents your legs and

it's just cuter!" explained Miles.
While these height-enhancing shoes may be very fashionable
to wear, they are not considered
the most comfortable shoe selection. 'The degree of pain depends
on the shoe and how many times
I'm walking up and down the 6th
Street Hill," Miles continued.
Though there is even a
Facebook group dedicated to the
love of wearing stilettos, 1nany
heel-wearers had to hang up their
Steve Maddens and replace them
with a more foot-friendly option.

Air Pollution Increases
Risk of Early Death

of pollution within con1munities, not only did we observe
pollution's influence on overall
mortality, but we saw specific
links between particulate matter
and death from ischemic heart
disease, such as heart attack,
as well as lung cancers," said
the study's lead author Michael
Jerrett, associate professor of
preventive medicine at the Keck
School of Medicine, University
of Southern California, in a pre-

A study conducted by
Ohio State University recently
concluded that air pollution's
chronic health effects are two to
three times greater than earlier
estimated. For each increase of
10 micrograms per cubic meter
of fine particles in the air, the
risk of death rose by 11 percent
to 17 percent.
"By looking at the effects

"Freshman year I wore heels a
lot," commented sophomore
biology major Tiffany Clark. "I
stopped though, because the heels
were wearing down. Your heels
will get messed up here. I have all
flats, it's easier to pick up and go
that way."
For the most part, girls wear
heels for the aesthetic appeal
but guys may not be as into it
as they think. "Personally I don't
care if a girl wears heels, but I
don't know why they would wear
them because they look very
uncomfortable," said sophomore
political science major Christian
Murphy, "I like girls in tennis
shoes, e.;pecially Jordan's - that's
sexy. I respect a girl with a mean
shoe game when it comes to tennis shoes. I like the casual look on
females. I am attracted to females
who sense of style is like mine, in
the sense that they con1bine comfort with style."
Not only have heels proven
themselves to be uncomfortable,
but they can also lead to some
serious foot problems. According
to HealthAtoZ.com, feet are not

made to wear heels. In an online
survey by the American Academy
of Orthopedic Surgeons, 80 percent of the female respondents
said their feet hurt after wearing heels, and nearly 60 percent
of t11em confessed to wearing
uncomfortable shoes for at least
an hour a day.
The survey showed that many
women complain about bunions,
swelling of the joint at the base of
the big toe; hammertoes, a permanent bend in the middle joint
of a toe; neuromas, nerve
problems that
cause

pared statement.
The study appears on
the Web site of the journal
"Epidemiology", www.epidem.
coin and will be published in
the November print issue of the
journal.

-- especially if taken at night,
researchers have found.
Scientists from Spain, writing in the Sept. 20 issue of
the "Journal of the American
College of Cardiology", said they
randomly divided patients with
mild hypertension into three
groups: those who took aspirin
in the morning, those who took
it before bed, and those who
didn't take aspirin at all.
After three months, blood

Aspirin at Night May
Lower Blood Pressure
Not only may a daily aspirin prevent a heart attack, it
could also lower blood pressure

pressures rose slightly among
those who took aspirin in the
morning, but fell in the group
that took it at night. The group
that didn't take aspirin saw only
a slight decline in blood pressure that wasn't statistically significant, the researchers at the
University of Vigo said.
The authors and other
experts said the results would
have to be confirmed in future
studies. - Compiled by Erica

Beyond the Condom:

Alternate Methods of Birth
Control Prove Effective
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Historically, nlillions of
people have
used condoms
as a method to prevent pregnancy. Condoms have been
the preferred method of birth
control and disease prevention
because they are cheaper, easier
to obtain, more effective and
simpler to use than other methods. While condoms remain an
effective and efficient method,
various other effective means of
birth control are available.
One form of birth control
that more women are using is
horn1onal birth control. There
are various forms of birth control; the Ortho Evra patch, the
Depo Provera shot, and the
NuvaRing. Methods of hormonal birth controls adininister the
pregnancy hormones estrogen
and/or progestin to prevent fertilization tricking your body into
thinking it's already pregnant.
Barrier methods include
condoms, diaphragms, cervical
caps and the Today Sponge. More
permanent methods are the IUD
(intra-uterine device), sterilization, or having your uterus surgically removed. A method that
has been around for centuries is
the natural, or "rhythm" method, which involves calculating
and keeping track of fertile days
and safe days.
As a last resort of emergency contraception,
there
is also the Morning After Pill,
which prevents an en1bryo from
implanting itself in the uterus.
Emergency contraception is not
always readily available, and is
expensive-from $60 to $120
per pill.
The effectiveness of these
products varies. "In the use of
birth control 1nethods, there is
theoretical effectiveness and
user effectiveness. Theoretical
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is the percentage the maker of such as tlle patch, have not comthe birth control device gives for pleted long-term health study.
how effective [a product] is. User
Many women aren't fully
effectiveness is whether a person aware of the myriad of options
knows how to use [the product] in birth control, although the
correctly. That determines a lot infonnation is, for the most
[as far as] whether these devic- part, readily available. "I know
es work," said Dr. Clarence M. about the Pill, the Shot, the
Stewart, a licensed sex educator Patch, maybe a few others," said
at Howard University.
junior psychology and theatre
Effectiveness also depends major Crystal Grant. "I'm sure it
on whether or not the user has depends on where you are, your
had a child before. The theoreti- economic status, but clinics are
cal effectiveness of both the dia- free, and the Internet has a host
phragm and the Today Sponge of sites like Planned Parenthood.
drops from 84 percent to 68 For college students information
percent for women who have is practically given away," said
birthed a child. The theoretical Grant.
effectiveness of all horn1onal
Contraception isn't the only
methods is 92 percent (except use for birth control. Many doc- .
Depo Provera, which is 97 per- tors have prescribed hormonal
cent), 84-85 percent for barrier birth control to regulate and
methods, 99 percent for perma- help ease the complications of
nent methods, and 75 percent women's periods, or to clear up
for the rhythm method.
severe cases of acne.
When considering birth conCompared to condoms,
trol, women should also consider other methods of birth control
safety and side effects, not only may better prevent pregnancy,
how well companies proclaim but do not offer any protection
the method works. Many 1neth- against STis. Even if a couple is
ods, especially hormonal con- using birth control, sex without a
trol, can cause semi-serious side condon1 is still risky and poteneffects like blood clots, excessive tially harmful. Contraceptioncra1nping and a temporary loss only sex is best reserved for
in bone density, which can lead monogomous couples who have
to osteoporosis. Some methods, been tested.
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In addition to condoms,
Depo-Provera (Injection),
Ortho-Evra (patch) and the
diaphragm are popular forms
of birth control.
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BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Jets Receiver Reveals History of Sexual Abuse
BY DREW COSTLEY

in the league and having all the said to the New York Times.
media attention that we have, I "I love my mom and we love
think it's something that should each other and we'll talk about
After being noted as one of be said. If it gets one kid to it briefly and put it behind us
the best wide receivers in the come out and say, 'Look, this again."
NFL for a number of years, is happening to me,' I think it's
Coles told The Tin1es that
one would think that person right." explained the Pro Bowl he completed the counseling
has super-human strength. receiver.
but compared his rehabilitation
However, on Sunday, New York
Although he would not from the abuse to his athletic
Jets Wide Receiver Laveranues reveal the man's name, Coles experiences of coming back from
Coles reminded us that athletes said that his mom eventually lnJury.
are humans too.
married the man who later got
''You just want to put it
Coles, the Washington arrested for the incidences with behind you," he said. "I think,
Redskins' number one wide- Coles. Coles' attacker served you know, as a man, when
out until last year when he was three and a half years of a nine- you're violated in that way, you
traded back to his original team year sentence in a Florida prison don't know how other people
the New York Jets, admitted to in 1992. He has been in prison are going to take it, how other
being sexually abused.
since 2001 for another crime he people are going to view you.
Coles spoke about the peri- committed.
There's so much that comes with
od in his life in a profile in the
Coles admitted that some of revealing that part of your life
Sunday edition of The New York his closest friends on the Jets and story."
Times. He said that although the did not know about the abuse.
The star receiver, now in his
incidences occurred between the He said instead he has used the sixth year in the league does not
ages of 10 and 13, he had always dark period in his life to push have to worry about what anyone
been hesitant about being can- him to be one of the leagues best thinks now that he has proved
did about his past.
wide receivers.
his mettle as an NFL star.
"I haven't talked about it in
Coles realizes that his public
"I think with age comes
... forever, but I know that hold- confession will reopen wounds maturity, and I think now that
ing something like that inside between hhnself and his mother I'm a little older, I think I can
has been a burden for so long," Sirretta, who divorced the man deal with it a little better and I
Coles told The New York Times once the incidences were first just want to help kids because
Sunday after helping the Jets revealed and placed her son in I think it [abuse] happens to
beat the Mian1i Dolphins 17-7.
counseling once the abuse was more people in this world than
"For me to get on this plat- discovered.
we actually allow ourselves to
form that I have, having been
"We'll talk about it," Coles believe," said Coles.
Deputy Sports Editor

Photo Courceli} of ~.-"°'\.phlll)burbs.C'Ont

Laveranues Coles was traded back to The New York Jets after spending two dismal seasons
with The Washington Redskins. Coles' admission of having been sexual abused adds a new
dimension to his upstart career as one of the top receivers In the NFL.

One-on-One with ...
a Defensive lineman·
BY TIFFANY KNIGHT
Contributing W1iter

unior defensive tackle and
Detroit, Mich., native. Edwin
Piner, starts his days at 8 a.m. in
the classroon1.
As a student-athlete, the marketing major has a rigorous full-time
schedule. It is also Piner's duty to
sustain a 2.0 grade point average set
by the NCAA and Howard University
in order to remain eligible to play.
Balancing his life between
school and sports is never an easy
task. "Being a student-athlete is hard
because I have to learn time management,"' Piner said. At the end of a long
day of class and practice, Piner n1ust
remain disciplined because he knows
the day is far from being over. "I
know I will not be able to go to sleep,
because I still have homework to do
in order to be prepared for the next
day," he said.
Piner first fell in love \vith the
game when he was eight years old.
With a smile on his face, Piner
described how he used to watch older
kids carry their equipment and practice gear to school. He jokingly admits
that he thought it was 'cool', and that
it definitely helped to further peak his
interest in the sport.
Growing up, Piner n1odeled his
game after players like Warren Sapp of
the Oakland Raiders and Jon Randle,
a retired defensive tackle who played
for the Seattle Seal1awks.
A dedicated player, Piner devotes
a lot of his ti1ne to football. If time
permits, during the day Piner will visit
defensive coordinator, Keith Gihnore,
in order to watch ga1ne fihn on opposing teams. "I like to watch fihn before
practice, to learn the opposing tea1n's
style of play," Piner said.
Practice for the football tean1
begins at 4 p.1n. and ends at 6 p.n1.
However, that is not the day ends.
After practice, the Bison football team
gathers in the fihn roo1n in Cook Hall
to 'vatch inore ga1ne filn1 \vith the
coaches. As one of the starting defensive line1nen, Piner finds that gan1e
film allows him to be more '1nentally
prepared' for the upcoming grunes.
As a defensive tackle, Piner realizes that his position is vital to the
team's success. On running plays,
that it is his job to hold the line of
scrin1mage at the point of attack. "It
is also my job to create a hole for linebackers,·· he said.
On running pass plays Pinet savs,
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HU Lady Bison
Defeat UMES 3-2
ing HU to take a time out.
Asst Sports Editor
The Bison struggled to
keep the game within grasp,
The Lady Bison volley- but managed to tie the game
ball team rallied to \vin their at 16 behind the serving of
conference opener against the Morgan.
University of Maryland Eastern
Morgan's next serve was
Shore last night, 3-2.
an ace, giving the Bison their
Game one was a hard first lead of the game.
fought contest by both teams.
The gan1e stayed dose,
The high-energy net play as both teams vied to take
of sophomore outside hitter an advantage into the fourth
Morgan Maxwell kept the Lady game, but the a few big plays
Bison in the game ~vith two by Easter n Shore's Er iel J effery
consecutive kills and a service led the Lady Hawks to a 30-26
ace late in the game.
win.
However, th e Hawks of
Going into game four,
UMES proved to be too tough, behind the opposing team
as they captured t he first gaine, was nothing new to the I ady
30-27.
Bison
carrying
The Lady Bison jumped
a 1-8 record
out to a 7-4 lead to begin
into this
the second ga1ne.
match.
Junior
They
setter
headed
Shannon
into
the
Grant 's
third game
consiswith intentent serving
(6 service
aces)
and
lead behind
the
defenthe serviny
sive play of
of junior libero Jenica
sopho more
Leonard.
middle
hitt e r
However, the Hawks did
Gabrielle Nicol (1 block solo, 7 not let up, coming within hvo
block assists) and senior out- points of the Bison.
side hitter Yanne' Givens (3
Grant's hustle and consisblock assists) contributed to tency allowed the Lady Bison
the quick start.
to hold on to their lead as they
However, UMES refused to convincingly won game four
give in, as they rallied behind 30-23.
the serving of freshman setter
With the match knotted at
Yael Rozner (1 ace) to take a 2-2, the Bison were still inten9-7 lead.
sified from ga1ne four.
The back-and-forth game
Before leaving their huddle,
included five lead changes and they shouted, "HU Bison! You
aggressive net play fron1 both Know! - They Don't Know!"
squads.
The Lady Bison used that
Freshman hitter Janel adrenaline to ju1np out to a 9-4
Ja1nes helped close out game lead that the Hawks could not
two, serving for eight straight recover from.
Bison points, in her first match
James finished out the
as a Bison.
match serving the final point.
The Lady Bison tied the Bison 15, Hawks 11.
match at one game a piece \vith
"I was nervous at first,"
a 30-24 game two win.
said James of her first match
"We j ust focused on win- of the season. "But the team
ning," said Maxwell. "We were gave me a lot of encouragetired of working so hard in ment."
practice and it not showing in
"It feels beautiful. .. a relief...
our play."
gratification," said Maxwell
Game three began as a in an attempt to describe the
close contest, with the service feeling of winning the conferchanging possession rapidly.
ence opener.
UMES freshman outside
The Lady Bison will continhitter Chanita Wesley served ue conference play as they host
four straight aces, giving the the Lady Pirates of Hampton
Hawks a 10-4 lead, and prompt- University, Friday at 6 p.m.
BY CARYN GRANT
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Modeling his game after Warren Sapp and Jon Randle, junior defensive
tackle Edwin Piner says that balancing his life between school and
sports Is never an easy task.

"I must control our gap, and pass rush lines in the MEAC, and Piner conto get to the quarterback.··
tributes to them being the best," said
Although, in high school Piner junior linebacker Robert Dowdy.
played both offense and defense, he
"Piner has turned his game up 100
always preferred the defensive side of percent this season. He is a great playthe game. "I have always liked playing er that leads the defense on the field,"
defense more, because it's an aggres- said defensive tackle Jesse Hayes.
sive position,'' said Piner.
Off the field, Piner has been
Now, in his first year starting for described as a person that cares.
the Bison's defensive line, Piner has '"Piner is a great person that has
shown great pro1nise at his position. always been a person that I could rely
Team111ates speak of Piner 'vith great on, and count on for advice," added
admiration for hin1 as a person and a Hayes.
player.
Although Piner is held in such
Junior defensive end J arrett high cegards by friends and teamBurgess believes that Piner could mates, he admits that at times he fears
one day be playing in the National not being able to live up to the legacy
Football League. "Even though he of the Bison's eminent defense.
doesn't believe it, I believe that one
"I'm most afraid of not living up
day we will be watching Piner play on to the reputation of our defense, or
Sunday nights," said Burgess.
not be able to make crucial plays when
"Piner is an ruuazing player, I feel deemed necessary, but other than that
like we have one of the best defense nothing scares me," admitted Piner.
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ILL TOPICS

The Hilltop prints
Hi lltopics every
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The first
20 words are$6 and
.25 for each additional
word.
All classifieds must
be paid for and
submitted seven days
in advance. Payment
acceptable by cash or
check. Any questions
please contact The
Hilltop Business
Office (202) 806-4749
or by email www.
hilltopbusiness@yahoo.
com
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ROOMS FOR RENT

. $400/month
128 Adams Street
N.W. .

· Washer/Drver,
Clean, Safe
· .Neighborhood.
Your housemates
are Howard
Students

Student Counoll
Week
Septembet 191"-I S"'
Sohedule of lvent1

monday leplemtiet
I 9'h: Olothlng &

ARE YOU A

fte di

Dtlv~

looatlona llaokbutn
loWCPI lCPYCPI
Tlm•a I taOO·StOO Pm

STUDENT
DIRECTLY
lAFFECTED BY THE

Tuelday leplembet
tOlh: PrCPpa1ln9
Ooll•t ltud•ntl lot
luoo~,, ro1um
looatlona TOii
Tim•• 1100 Pm

HURRICANE?

IF so,
REGISTER WITH
THE UNITED

Wednelday leptembe
t I": Atl1 l Sol~noCPt
Pa9•ant
looatlona Dlaokbutn
laIIroom
Tim•• 7100 Pm

KATRINA FUND

HUSA OFFICE
BLACKBURN

SUITE

Earn $MONEY$
Sisters of
Just by letting
Thunder Ministry
'
others Try A.C.T ...
Presents
The Energy
Living on the
Boosting Drink
Edge: Return,
Restore, Remain that is All Natural
and Have You
~ Young Women's
Feeling Good
Event
Up to 8 hours
Friday, Sept. 30
within 20 minutes
and Sat., Oct. 1
with No Side
Howard
Effects. For FREE
University
SAMPLE Contact:
Registration is
free for first 1 00 Nate 202-563-6784
Or Go To
HU Students.
WWW.
Log on to
M2CGLOBAL.
www.sotmentor
..
COM/NATE
shipnetwork.org
Seats are going
fast!

Rrt1 & Solenoe1

12021526-3563
HaY1111 trouble wrhlne a
paper?
Tutoring In an stqa
ofyour wrhlne, at
rcasanablc rates, arc
avallulc. Contact me
at (443)CZl·CD9 or
•dpoctZl@yaboo.com

it l b()''

Health Professiot<s
Society
First ~et1eral Jody
Meeting
Septelt1ber 21,

102

Thu11day leptembe1
tt•d: metnlot lnl•IHt
m••llft91
looallona TIR
Times TaOO Pm
(Afty on• lft lnlctlCPllctd
In mctnlorln9. pl•a,.
all•nd)

DEADLINE:

FRIDAY' SEPT.

23,2005
HU Red Cross
Club Meeting
Wednesday
September 21,

OR

1.H.A.D.1.s. monthly
R,Y fwtlvala
looallona TIA
Tim•• Taoo Pm

2 00 5
7 :30 P.M.
School of
Architecture
Auditorium

Miss Grlppos and
bw?'s?
Know what a
bucke~e is?
Then come out
to the ohio club
,
meeting

Thursda~,
September 2.2,
at 7:00 p.m.
Douglass Hall
Room 125.
Come out and
rep ~our cit~!

r1iday l eptembe1 ts•d:
Ololhlft9 and ft••d1
Dtlv• l rood for
Thou9hl ak• lol•
looallona llookburn
lowctr l•v.I
Tim•• 1laOO-SaOO Pm
Plea1e 1top by Suite
I 06 in the Dlackbu1n
Cente1 fo1 more
lnfo1malion
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ft
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Coming Soon ...
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